Equatoria
A Journey of
Food & Culture

Welcome!
This book is all about sharing, the sharing of culture
and the sharing of food, so that we can keep the
proud traditions of the Equatoria community alive.
Representing the tribes of the Equatoria community
of Western Australia, we came together to share
our different approaches to traditional, simple, and
healthy cooking, using a variety of ingredients.
The recipes within this book are traditional meals
that we serve in our homes or at community events
here in Western Australia, as well as in other parts
of Australia and around the world.
Some are valuable recipes passed from generation
to generation; others are variations on muchloved traditional comfort food, re-imagined with a
healthier outlook.
The recipes are Equatorian community favourites
and are interspersed with cultural stories from our
community members.
Nine of the 36 tribes from the Equatoria region
contributed to this project, sharing much-loved
traditions to show how to dish up healthy and
delicious meals for family and friends.
We hope you enjoy sharing them with others!
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Equatoria is a region in the south of present-day South
Sudan, along the upper reaches of the White Nile.
Originally a province of Egypt, it also contained most of
northern parts of present-day Uganda, including Lake
Albert. It was an idealistic effort to create a model state
in the interior of Africa that never consisted of more
than a handful of adventurers and soldiers in isolated
outposts.

Under Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, most of Equatoria
became one of the eight original provinces. The state
of Bahr el Ghazal was split from Equatoria in 1948. In
1976, Equatoria was further split into the states of East
and West Equatoria. The region has been troubled with
violence during both the First and Second Sudanese
Civil Wars, as well as the anti-Ugandan insurgencies
based in Sudan, such as the Lord’s Resistance Army
and West Nile Bank Front.

Samuel Baker established Equatoria in 1870. Charles
George Gordon took over as Governor in 1874, followed
by Emin Pasha in 1878. The Mahdist Revolt put an end
to Equatoria as an Egyptian outpost in 1889. Later British
Governors included Martin Parr. Important settlements
in Equatoria included Lado, Gondokoro, Dufile and
Wadelai. The last two are in the part of Equatoria that is
now in Uganda.
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People
The people of Equatoria are Bantus and Para-Nilotes
(formerly Nilo-Hamites), who are traditionally peasants
or nomads. They live in the counties of Budi, Ezo, Juba,
Kajo-keji, Kapoeta, Magwi, Maridi, Lainya, Mundri,
Terekeka, Tombura, Torit, Yambio, and Yei. Equatoria is
inhabited by the ethnolinguistic groups listed below.
The following tribes occupy the three states of Greater
Equatoria: Acholi, Avokaya, Baka, Balanda, Bari, Didinga,
Kakwa, Keliko, Kuku, Lango, Lokoya, Narim, Lopit,
Lugbwara, Lulubo, Ma’di, Makaraka, Moru, Mundari,
Mundu, Nyangbwara, Otuho, Pari, Pojulu, Tenet, Toposa
and Azande Mundu. Some of these tribes, such as
Bari, Pojulu, Kuku, Kakwa, Mundari and Nyangbwara,
share a common language, but their accents and some
adjectives and nouns vary. The same applies to Keliko,
Moru and Ma’di.

Culture
Due to the many years of civil war, the countries
neighbouring South Sudan heavily influence Equatorian
culture. Many South Sudanese fled to Ethiopia, Kenya,
Uganda, the Democratic Republic of Congo and Central
African Republic. Some have immigrated to a third
country, such as Australia, Canada, United States of
America, Sweden, Finland, Norway and Britain. Most
of those who remained in the country, or went north to
Sudan and Egypt, have assimilated Arabic culture.
It is also worth noting that most South Sudanese kept
the core of their culture even while in exile and diaspora.
Traditional culture is upheld and a great focus is given to
knowing one’s origin and dialect. Although the common
languages spoken are Arabi Juba and English, Kiswahili
is being introduced to improve the country’s relations
with its East African neighbours.

Equatoria Community of Australia
Equatoria is composed of 36 different ethnic tribes from
the 64 in South Sudan. All 36 are from linguistically
diverse backgrounds but see themselves as one under
the Equatoria banner. The Federation of Equatoria
Community Association in Australia Inc (FECAA) is
the peak national body representing the Equatoria
community (commonly known as Equatorians) in
Australia.

FECAA works with all Equatoria associations in each
of the States and Territories to address issues facing
the communities. FECAA firmly believes Equatorians
are stronger when they work together. FECAA focuses
on building a strong, united, vibrant and progressive
Equatorian community in Australia. It aims to develop
high quality, culturally sensitive services, civic training
and education programs appropriate to the needs of
the grass roots Equatorian community.
The Equatoria Community Association Inc. in Western
Australia was established in 2008 as the peak body for
Equatorian sub-communities, namely Acholi, Azande,
Bari, Kakwa, Kuku, Mundari, Ma’di and Pojulu. Due to
the small number of individuals in some of the ethnic
groups here in WA, some have not formally registered
as associations. They join other groups and participate
in all Equatoria activities.

Dream Plan Do project
The Dream Plan Do - Equatoria Community Project
aims to preserve Equatorian culture, share knowledge
and document culture and arts as a resource for future
generations. The 12-month project involved cooking
demonstrations, storytelling and sharing cultural
practices. The approach to this project has improved
community engagement through collaboration,
empowerment and partnership.
The Lotterywest Dream Plan Do, a State-funded arts
program, provides a platform for diverse voices and
stories, such as those of the Equatorian community,
to be shared with people across Western Australia.
Dream Plan Do provided the necessary funding and
technical support through the mentoring component of
the project administered by Community Arts Network
(CAN). The Equatorian community was privileged to be
one of the successful recipients of the 2020 Dream Plan
Do grants.
Our primary purpose is to keep our culture alive through
the sharing of our traditions and food, and encourage
younger generations to embrace their heritage and
wear African designs with pride. We want to empower
and inspire everyone in our community, regardless of
age, level of education or occupation. This is our legacy
project. It also provides a gateway for more sustainable
projects and future businesses for Equatorian people.
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Bari
The Bari people live in the valley of the River Nile. Their
villages are spread along the east and west banks of
the Nile but also up to 50km away.
The Bari inhabit a good portion of land along the River
Nile in what is marked as Juba County, extending west
to the borders with Pojulu and Nyangwara people;
north to the borders with Mundari and Dinka of Bor;
south to the borders with Kuku, Ma’di and Acholi
people; and east to the borders with Lulubo and
Lokoya people.
Depending on the area, the main crops grown include
sorghum, maize, cassava, sweet potatoes, groundnuts
and sesame (simsim). Those who live along the Nile
also use the islands and banks of the river to engage in
the small-scale commercial farming of vegetables and
fruits to feed the towns (Juba and suburbs, Mongalla,
and Rejaf).
Bari people speak Bari. The ethnic groups that speak
Bari include the Mandari, Nyangwara, Pojulu, Kakwa,
Kuku, Lulubo, and Nyepu.

Child naming ceremony
The naming of a child is an important ceremony among
the Bari. The mother usually names the baby as soon as
it is born.
The names are specific to the order of birth. Names for
the first-born boy include Jada, Loro, Tombe, Youngo
and Yugusuk, and names for the first-born girl include
Keji, Wasuk, Sujejai, Lurit, Jiji, Eggale, Kitale, Nakuma
and Denya.
Each first born gets a total of three separate names: one
from the mother or maternal family lineage; the second
from the maternal grandmother; and the third from the
paternal family lineage. None of them is a nickname,
they are all independent and are never combined.
Relatives from the paternal or maternal side usually
favour the name from their lineage, but only one name is
used whenever an official written document is required.
Generally, the name favoured by the parents and child is
the one most commonly used.

Bari society was traditionally divided into the Lui (free
people) and the Dupi (serfs), who were mainly artisans,
hunters and fishermen. Hunting tools included bows
and arrows and spears.
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Sola (Dried beef & vegetables)
Ingredients

Method

•

2kg piece of beef

•

Preheat the oven to 180C.

•

4 tbsp cooking oil

•

•

2 onions, chopped

Place beef on an oven tray and cook for 30-45 min until meat is
brown all over.

•

2 tomatoes, chopped

•

Allow to cool before dicing the beef.

•

½ tsp salt

•

•

2 tsp stock powder
(Vegeta or similar*)

Fry onions in oil in a large saucepan over medium heat until
golden.

•

Add meat, tomatoes, salt and stock powder to the onions.

•

3 cups water

•

•

3 bunches green vegetables
(such as silverbeet or Chinese
vegetables)

Add water and bring to boil and then simmer for at least 15-20
min.

•

In another pan, add the green vegetables, okra and bicarb soda.

•

Cook for 5-10 min, then add the cooked meat and tomato mixture.

•

150g okra

•

Stir and simmer for another 5 min.

•

½ tsp bicarb soda (kombo**)

•

Serve with Asida and Kudra

Notes
*Vegeta is a brand of stock powder popularly used in the Equatoria community. It is
available at most supermarkets.
**Kombo is the common Equatoria term for bicarb soda.

Kudra
Ingredients
•

2kg lamb, diced

•

3 cups water

•

2 onions, diced

•

2 tsp stock powder

•

1 tsp cardamom

•

Method
•

Wash lamb in warm water.

•

Put water and lamb in a large pot and bring to boil.

•

Add diced onion, stock powder and cardamom (and chilli, if you
like a little extra spice) to increase the aroma. Simmer for at least
30-40 min or until the water is reduced.

3 x 400g bags frozen kudra
(or molokia), defrosted*

•

Place kudra (or molokia), chopped dill and garlic in another pot
with a small amount of water and bring to boil.

•

handful dill

•

Add bicarb soda to maintain the green colour.

•

2 garlic cloves, minced

•

•

½ tsp bicarb soda (kombo)

Simmer for 5 min before adding the meat to the vegetable
mixture.

•

½ tsp salt

•

Simmer for another 5 min. Do not cover the pan as it might
overflow.

•

Taste and season with salt as required. Eat with Asida or Kisra.

Notes
*Kudra is a leafy green vegetable similar to kale or mustard greens. Molokia is a
different name for the same vegetable. As it is difficult to find fresh in Australia, it is
usually bought frozen at African speciality stores.
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Lotuko (also known as Otuho)
The Lotuko people, also known as Otuho, are a Nilotic
ethnic group whose traditional home is the eastern
Equatoria state of South Sudan. The Lotuko are
bordered by the Pari in the north, the Bari in the west,
the Acholi and the Ma’di in the south, and the Didinga
and the Boya in the east.
Their region is characterised by mountain ranges and
spurs such as the Imotong, the highest mountain in
South Sudan at 3186 metres. It is divided into five
major sub-regions: Imatong, Valley, Dongotolo, Lopit,
and the Great Plains. The Lotuko keep large herds
of cattle, sheep and goats, and supplement this with
hoe farming, hunting, and fishing. They engage in
some subsistence agriculture; their major crops are
sorghum, groundnuts, simsim (sesame) and maize in
the plains, and telebun, dukhn, sweet potatoes and
tobacco in the hills.

Marriage ceremony
Lotuko people still practise their traditional ways of
marriage. During this project, members of the Lotuko
community shared the importance of the marriage
ceremony in their culture and the food prepared on the
wedding day. They dressed in colourful clothes and
performed a traditional dance, as well as preparing
some delicious dishes.
One of the community elders said it was a “memorable
day in Australia for the Lotuko people”. They were
pleased to see how hungry everyone was for their
culture and traditions here in Australia, which means
the culture will remain alive.

Their primary religion is based on nature and ancestor
worship that is deeply rooted in their ethnic identity;
conversion to another religion essentially equates to
cultural assimilation.
Lotuko people migrated to Australia as refugees due
to civil war in South Sudan.
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Basiko ta laham
Ingredients

Method

•

1kg piece lamb

•

Preheat the oven to 180C.

•

1 onion, diced

•

•

1 tbsp stock powder

Place lamb on an oven tray and cook for 30-45 min
or until meat is brown all over.

•

2 Swiss chard leaves*

•

Allow lamb to cool, then dice into 2cm pieces.

•

170g hulled tahini

•

•

Salt, to taste

Put lamb, onion and stock powder in a large pot
and bring to the boil. Reduce to simmer for about
30-45 min, or until meat is tender.

•

In a separate pot, cook vegetables in a little water
until just cooked.

•

Stir in the tahini and sprinkle with salt.

•

Add the vegetable mixture to the lamb and simmer
for another 15 min.

•

Serve with Asida.

Note
*You can substitute with Nyete (black-eyed pea leaves)
or Chinese vegetables.
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Tamiya lubiya (Black-eyed pea fritters)
Needs overnight preparation and an electric food
blender or processor.

Method
•

Soak black-eyed peas in water overnight.

Ingredients

•

Drain and remove their skins by crushing in a bowl.

•

3 cups dried black-eyed peas*

•

Rinse off excess skin in cool water.

•

1 onion, chopped

•

•

1 garlic clove, chopped

Blend the onion, garlic and dill in a processor to a
uniform coarse consistency.

•

30g fresh dill

•

•

1 tsp baking powder

Add baking powder, salt, black pepper, red chilli (if
using), flour and water and mix thoroughly.

•

3 tsp salt

•

Stand for 20 min.

•

1 tsp black pepper

•

•

1/4 tsp red chilli (optional)

Heat oil in a deep frying pan and scoop mixture into
tablespoon-sized balls.

•

1 1/2 tbsp plain flour

•

•

1/2 cup water

Flatten with spatula and fry on each side until
golden brown.

•

Oil for frying

•

Enjoy as a snack.

Note
*This can also be made with chickpeas.
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Kakwa
The Kakwa people hail from the central region of
Africa where they are distributed across Uganda,
South Sudan, and the Democratic Republic of Congo.
Many Kakwa people in South Sudan were exiled to
neighbouring countries during the civil war from the
late 1980s and lived as refugees. Most who immigrated
to Australia through the humanitarian refugee
resettlement program come from South Sudan.

Marriage
Kakwa traditional marriage is an arranged one, where the
parents, mostly from the boy’s side, find him a suitable
partner. There is no dating (courtship) opportunity for
the young people. Marriage is a lifelong relationship
between a man and a woman of marital age. Kakwa
youth are generally deemed ready for marriage about
the age of 20.
The marriage does not concern just the husband and
wife, but the two clans they are from. Everyone from both
sides has a stake in the marriage. Kakwa people do not
see marriage as a contract between two persons like
it is understood by other cultures in the world. Hence,
in Kakwa culture if the marriage prospers, everyone is
happy. But if it hits turbulence, everyone is disappointed.
So, everyone around the marriage will work hard to
prevent it from falling apart. A broken marriage will lead
to enmity between the clans.
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Customary marriage arrangements are simple and
affordable. Generally, not many people take part in the
marriage ceremony.
The dowry is affordable for all grooms, rich or poor.
The bride price is understood in terms of a token of
appreciation rather than a market “value”. It is instituted
to make the groom feel that he has contributed
something and thus will value and respect his wife. It is
also meant to make him accountable to his wife’s family.
The most important thing is maintenance of a sound
relationship and full care for the wife. Mutual respect
must prevail among the marital parties.
Some men only have meagre amounts of money or
livestock. Nonetheless, they can marry women from
rich families because they have good personalities or
are blessed with the ability to earn a livelihood. This
group includes craftsmen, musicians, tillers of the land
and hunters. Customarily, the Kakwa marriage process
includes the following six main stages:
1. Maka na Tojuli - initiation of friendship;
2. Tiki na Ryeta (or Rabu) - presentation of deposit;
3. Nyopa na Yema - delivery of bride price (Toro’bo);
4. Nyoi na Lokore - blessings feast;
5. Nyoi na Ruke - goodwill feast; and
6. Nyomoji na Amulugo - transference of bride

17
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Roya Roya
Ingredients

Method

•

3 cups black-eyed peas

•

•

6 cups water

Toast whole peas in a frypan over medium heat
until brownish.

•

1 tsp bicarb soda

•

•

1/2 cup smooth peanut butter

Crush the peas using a grinder (a mortar and
pestle is used in the village).

•

3/4 cup unhulled tahini

•

Rinse the peas, and sieve off the husks or skins.

•

1 tsp salt (or to taste)

•

Boil the water in a large pot and add the peas.

•

Cook over high heat for 30 minutes then reduce to
simmer until peas are cooked.

•

Add bicarb soda.

•

Gently stir peanut butter and tahini into the pea
mixture until it forms a porridge.

•

Simmer for a few minutes to release the oil from
the roya roya.

Prinda
Ingredients
•

3 cups black-eyed peas

•

6 cups water

•

200g peanut butter

•

1 tsp salt

Method
•

Toast the black-eyed peas in a frying pan until
brownish.

•

Wash the peas.

•

Boil the water in a large pot and add the peas.

•

Cook over high heat for 30 min, then reduce to
simmer until cooked.

•

Stir in peanut butter and salt.

•

Serve with Asida.
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Mundari
The Mundari tribe is composed of five main language
groups: Sera or Tsera, Nyangwara, Tali, Bari and
Kobura. Other minor groups include Lukweni, Ngwak,
Mula and Böri. Mundari is bordered by Dinka (Bor,
Aliab and Atuot) to the north, Murle and Pari to the
east, Nyangwara and Bari to the south and Muro to
the west.
In Mundari culture, it is uncommon to find husbands
and wives socialising, such as going for a walk
together. Men mix with men and women with women.
They go to their respective groups to socialise — for
men, this is usually a tree with shade away from the
homes. During dinner, men eat at a secluded mess
called bali.
During the day, Mundari usually eat a porridge called
bolok nu winy (Köbura language). Mukunga, piranda,
dunyö ku lungaser, and ro’bot are also common plantbased dishes for the Mundari but are only eaten for
dinner.
Chores are gender based. For example, weeding,
foraging, cooking, firewood collection and domestic
chores are considered female jobs, whereas hunting,
farming and resolution of communal disputes are
generally led by men. Women may occasionally support
men with the resolution of disputes, depending on
their nature.
Mundari females wear juraak (beaded corset) covering
the waist in the front and la’o nu kine (goatskin
decorated with beads) around the contour edges
covering the posterior from waist to about halfway
down the limbs.

Ascension to manhood
Ascension to manhood in Mundari culture is earned
through an initiation process or rite of passage known
as Torupian and can take up to two weeks.
To become an adult, the boy’s six lower teeth are
extracted by the community “dentist”, who is usually an
older lady. As a condition of the initiation, there must be
at least six young beautiful women standing in proximity
while the extraction takes place. Another condition is
there can be no audible crying, although weeping is
allowed. Failing to meet these conditions can lead to
the composing of derogatory songs, which could then
prevent the initiated from finding a potential partner in
the nearby villages.
The boldly shaven boys scout out from the village and
remain in the bush for at least two weeks. While there,
they are coached and mentored on what it means to be a
man in Mundari. The true qualities of chivalry are instilled
and they are reminded of their primary responsibility —
to protect the lives, assets and environment they are
part of, the Mundari land.
Furthermore, they are educated to embody the virtues
of respect, integrity, obedience, honesty, humility,
kindness and, above all, trust. By nature, many Mundari
trust other people easily. However, once someone
proves to be untrustworthy, that person is loathed
for a long time, if not for life. Motto: trust until proven
untrustworthy.
After the initiated males spend the prescribed time in
the bush, they must prove their adulthood by fighting
their way back in to the village. Some fights can result in
injuries as solid wooden batons and shields are used. If
the newly initiated failed to win, they must return to the
bush and regroup. This can take hours and up to a day.
They must prove they are now men who can protect the
village, assets and the land.
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Belila
Ingredients

Method

•

2 cups maize

•

•

3 cups black-eyed peas or red kidney beans

Fill a large pot with the water (about three-quarters
full).

•

2 cups raw peanuts, ground

•

Boil maize for 40 minutes.

•

5L water

•

•

2 tbsp oil

Add black-eyed peas or red kidney beans and
peanuts and cook for another 20 minutes.

•

1 tsp salt (or to taste)

•

Sprinkle with oil and salt and simmer for 5 min.

•

Enjoy as a snack or have for breakfast.

Dingbo - Millet Porridge
Ingredients

Method

•

1 cinnamon stick

•

•

5 cardamon pods

Place cinnamon stick and cardamon in the cold
water to soak for 15 min.

•

2 cups cold water

•

Sieve the millet flour to remove any hard particles.

•

3 cups millet flour

•

•

2 cups boiling water

Place flour into the pot with cinnamon and
cardamon and stir to combine.

•

juice of ½ orange

•

Boil two cups of water.

•

1 tbsp lemon juice

•

•

sugar to taste

Pour hot water into millet mixture and stir over high
heat, bringing to the boil.

•

Add orange and lemon juices and bring to simmer
for 5 min.

•

Add sugar to taste.

•

Let it cool, and enjoy in a cup or bowl.
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Toposa
The Toposa live in the Greater Kapoeta region of
former Eastern Equatoria. Traditionally, they supported
themselves by herding horses, sheep and goats and
were involved in the now illegal ivory trade. They have
a history of continuous low-level warfare against their
neighbours, usually raids on cattle.

Traditions

The Toposa supported the Sudan People’s Liberation
Army (SPLA) at times during the Second Sudanese
Civil War (1983-2005) and helped the Government
of Sudan at other times. Sporadic conflicts with
neighbouring tribes continued after the battle.

Toposa also use smoking pipes, known as naype.
These are usually made of wood and are fashioned into
different styles and shapes. They also use wood to make
many types of eating and drinking vessels, including the
nyakaloboch (wooden spoon), nyato/calabash (a type of
drinking vessel), and nyare/calabash (bowl).

The Toposa way of life is increasingly being
modernised, which is eroding conventional social
organisation.
In Greater Kapoeta, next to the Singaita and Lokalyen
rivers, the Toposa people live and have a ritual centre
by the Loyooro river. They move to Moruangipi for
seasonal grazing and sometimes east into the Ilemi
Triangle. The Toposa also live in the south-east of
Jonglei State. Kapoeta, Riwoto and Narus are their
main settlements. With hills and ridges separated by
shallow plains and seasonal streams, the land is semiarid and rugged, and shrubs and short grass are the
only vegetation.
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The Toposa people have many traditions. For example,
they use stick toothbrushes, like chew sticks, to clean
their teeth. The toothbrush is commonly made from the
branches of the Salvadora perscica tree.

Toposa women have adapted their bold traditional
costumes and headgear over time, wearing multicoloured skirts and headpieces with pride. They like to
dress up for special occasions.
In the past, common hunting tools have included knives,
spears and other homemade weapons. These have also
been used during civil war to defend themselves but are
usually used for hunting.
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Salat aswed
Ingredients

Method

•

2 eggplants

•

Peel and dice the eggplants.

•

1 tbsp oil, for frying

•

•

1 onion, diced

In a frypan, heat the oil on medium-high and add
the diced eggplant.

•

1/2 green or red capsicum, diced

•

•

2 tsp tomato paste

Stir occasionally and cook until eggplant softens
(about 20 min).

•

1 tbsp peanut butter

•

•

1/2 cup Greek natural yoghurt

Fry onion and capsicum in a little oil over medium
heat in a separate pan until starting to brown.

•

1/2 tsp salt

•

•

juice of 1 lemon

In a bowl, mix the tomato paste, peanut butter,
yoghurt and salt.

•

1 medium tomato, diced

•

•

1 garlic clove, minced

Add the lemon juice and mix well before adding to
the eggplant.

•

1/4 tsp black pepper

•

Gently stir in the fried capsicum and onion, tomato,
garlic and black pepper.

•

1/4 cup coriander for garnish

•

Simmer for 5 min.

•

Garnish with coriander and enjoy with bread.

Nyatap
Ingredients

Method

•

2 cups semolina/maize flour

•

•

3 cups water

Boil water and add semolina or maize flour. Stir and
simmer for 10 minutes.

•

½ cup ghee (or to taste)

•

•

1 cup Greek natural yoghurt

Allow to cool slightly (it should still be warm, but
not hot).

•

Add ghee and let it melt over the top.

•

Serve with Greek yoghurt.
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Kuku
The Kuku are a tribe of the Karo people from South
Sudan. They inhabit the agricultural county in central
Equatoria state called Kajo-Keji. The Kuku speak a Bari
dialect, also called Kuku.
They are chiefly farmers who rely on mixed agriculture.
During the rainy season, they grow substantial food
crops, mainly sorghum (also known in Sudan as dura),
maize, millet, cassava, sweet potatoes, and beans
(loputu). In the dry season, they manage small herds
of cattle, goats and sheep. The Kuku are also good
beekeepers. They also practise collective hunting
during the dry season, using bows and arrows and
trapping animals in nets.
Kajo-Keji lies in the southern-most part of South
Sudan near the Ugandan border districts of Moyo
and Yumbe. It is composed of five administrative local
areas known as Payams: Kaŋapo I, Kaŋapo II, Lire,
Liwolo and Nyepo.
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Meaningful food
During the Kuku recipe presentation, the first dish
was gingwa (black-eyed peas and tahini), which is
traditionally served when naming a newborn. It is also
very good for the mother, as it is believed to encourage
healthy production of breast milk. Close family members
will eat together as a symbol of kindness and peace for
the baby.
The second dish was black-eyed pea leaves (called
gyete) with peanut butter and other goodies. Gyete is
the main green vegetable, which is very healthy.
The third dish was meat – in the village this was a dish
you would only taste once in a while, or when there was
a very important visitor. The children would be happy
because of the good food. Other dishes that might be
served included cassava, sweet potatoes and maize.
Everyone misses their villages and the organic food.
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Dama

Asida

Ingredients

Ingredients

•

2 onions, chopped

•

3 cups water

•

½ cup cooking oil

•

1-1/2 cups millet flour

•

1kg beef or lamb, diced

•

1 garlic clove, minced

Method

•

½ cup red or green capsicum, diced

•

½ tsp salt

•

Bring water to boil in a large pot.

•

2 tsp stock powder

•

Add millet flour and simmer, stirring to avoid lumps,
for 10 min.

•

½ tsp cardamon

•

Serve in a large bowl for guests to help themselves.

•

½ tsp cinnamon

•

handful curry leaves

•

3 cups water

•

1 tbsp tomato paste

Lopuru

Method

Ingredients

•

Fry onions in oil in saucepan over medium heat
until golden brown.

•

2 cups black-eyed peas

•

Add diced meat and garlic.

•

4 cups water

•

Keep cooking, stirring occasionally, until meat
browns.

•

75g peanut butter

•

1 tsp salt

•

Add capsicum, salt, stock powder, cardamom,
cinnamon, curry leaves and water.

Method

•

Cook until the water is reduced (at least 30-40 min).

•

•

Add tomato paste and stir, adding extra water to
get a smooth and runny consistency.

Toast the black-eyed peas in a frying pan over
medium heat till brownish.

•

Wash them thoroughly and remove skins.

•

Place in a large cooking pot with the water.

•

Bring to boil, then simmer for about 1 hour till
mushy.

•

Stir in peanut butter and salt and serve.

Note
You can add diced potatoes and/or other vegetables as desired,
cover and simmer for another 10 minutes, or until vegetables are
tender, adding more water if needed.
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Pojulu
Pojulu are ethnic groups in South Sudan occupying the
savannah lands of the Nile Valley. Their neighbouring
tribes are Bari to the east, Nyangwara and Moro to
the north, Kakwa to the south, Mundu to the west,
and Avukaya to the north-west. Pojulu speak Bari,
but with some thick rhyme in pronunciation which
differentiates them from other Bari speakers. Most of
the Pojulu population lives in Lainya county.
The environment in Central Equatoria is typically
tropical, but the weather is fast changing, becoming
arid with less rain and long dry spells. The Pojulu
economy is predominantly agrarian. They also have
one of the largest teak plantations in Africa.
The majority of people are peasants practising
mixed farming: subsistence agriculture with crops
including cassava, sorghum, maize, simsim (sesame),
groundnut, wheat, sweet potatoes, cabbages, beans,
onions and tomatoes.
The Pojulu keep goats, sheep, a few pigs, chickens,
ducks and cattle in some areas — the prevalence
of the tsetse fly makes cattle herding very difficult in
other parts of the region.

Child Naming
The naming of a child is an important ceremony among
the Pojulu. As soon as the child is born and before he/
she is introduced to the outside world, there is a naming
ceremony known as korjo.
This is conducted by a group of women who are
related and/or close to the child’s family. The father of
the newborn might be required to provide a special
animal (goat, lamb or chicken) for the occasion. Ideally,
he would also provide other items such as sugar and
beverages.
On the day of ceremony, a variety of food is prepared
for the initiation process and is only eaten by women
and children up to the teenage years. Separate food is
prepared for the adult male.
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The mother and her newborn are cared for by one
relative throughout. Depending on the scheduled time,
usually around evening, the mother and child will be
accompanied from her maternal room and seated at the
front entrance of the house.
One woman will be fed with a large portion of food while
another sweeps the floor as the mother is directed to
her seat.
A total of four women will then stand beside the mother
holding the newborn and the names of the child will
be pronounced out loud. This is followed by a male
figure, usually an uncle, yelling some words (sisira).
A ceremonial oil will be smeared on the newborn’s
genitals, as well as a child of the opposite sex.
Two women will then take a portion of the meal and
throw it in the direction of the tallest mountains,
representing a blessing of wisdom, knowledge and
prosperity for the newborn. All the women and their
children then conclude the ceremony by singing while
dancing “rumonit”.
The mother and father normally come up with the
name of their child, often before birth. Pojulu names
are very specific and based on the order of birth. The
subsequent children must follow the naming order but
not as specific as the first child. For boys, it is Lesuk/
Losuk for the first child, Ladu/Lodu for the second child,
Wami for the third child and Pitia/Pitiya for the fourth
child. For females, the first born is named Keji, followed
by Nyoka, Yeno and Pita.
Each child is usually given at least three separate names
with a different meaning. Some are given based on the
circumstance of the mother or father, the time the child
was born or the season. Occasionally, a name is given
based on what is happening at the time. For example,
when there is a famine, a child will be named Lujang/
Kujang for a boy or girl, respectively.
None of the names are nicknames, they are all
independent and never combined. Relatives from the
father’s or mother’s side usually prefer to use the name
from their lineage and their choice must be respected.
Officially, however, one name is used whenever a written
document is required and this becomes the given name
of the child.
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Bambe
Ingredients

Method

•

3 sweet potatoes

•

Scrape or peel the skin off the potatoes.

•

½ tsp salt

•

Clean in cool water.

•

2 cups water

•

Cut into desired shapes, chips or wedges.

•

Sprinkle with salt and leave to absorb salt for about
10 min.

•

Bring water to boil and cook the salted potatoes in
the water until tender.

•

Remove and let them cool.

•

Eat as a treat or have them for breakfast.
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Ma’di
The Ma’di people inhabit both sides of the Nile, Ma’di
from South Sudan and those from the northern side
of Uganda. Originally believed to have moved from
Nigeria, they are part of what used to be a large group
stretching westward across the Democratic Republic
of Congo and northward on a parallel with Juba and
Maridi. Several of the related groups, such as Kaliko
and Lugbara, still identify themselves as Ma’di and
call their languages Ma’di Ti, although they are now
separated and their languages are no longer the same.
The Ma’di are primarily farmers and fishermen. They
used to hunt and trap for food. Many Ma’di have
sought education but there were many obstacles,
including remoteness and the displacement of war.
Their only opportunity for advancement was to leave
their communities, and they are now scattered all over
the place.
The Ma’di people speak Mad’i tongue, a Sudanese
language related to the Moro, Lugbwara, Keliku
and Avukaya. They can also speak the local Arabic.
Although the Ma’di language has been written down
for many years, the official orthography (or written
language) is often difficult to read. The language is
so tonal that some words can have as many as five
different meanings, depending upon the tone. A
language committee has now decided to adopt tonal
marks and work on the new orthography is under way.
Ma’di have many traditional customs and beliefs.
Mure, the dance of celebration and mourning, is often
performed during events such as a victory during war or
the birth of a king, as well as for mourning (the death of
king, loss of land during war, etc). Mure is often danced
to the sounds of wooden trumpets (ture, odiri), animal
horns (pbere), mgbiri (dancing bells), and drums (leri).
During mure, men sporadically utter bellows (cira soka).
Every cira is unique and carries a coded message.
A cira is normally used as a sign of identification and
authority. Women (often the wives of the men who utter
cira) answer with their own bellow (gbilili).
Before Christianity, the Ma’di used to worship their
ancestors, who were believed to protect the community

from the evil spirit Ori. They believed that the Ori could
intervene directly in human affairs, and as such the Ori
was respected. The spirit medium would be consulted
in case of misfortune or illness to determine the cause,
and sacrifices would be made according to the gravity
of the issue.

Marriage ceremony
The marriage ceremony is very important to the Ma’di.
As they live along the Nile, they have become great
fishermen and fish naturally forms a central part of the
ceremony. According to the Ma’di, marriage is very
sacred and is treated with much respect. In most cases,
when a girl meets a boy that she would like to marry,
this information must be relayed through an aunty to
another family member, who will later share it with the
boy’s family to see if he is ready to seek the girl’s hand in
marriage. There is no secret meeting between the boy
and girl prior to introduction and no sex until marriage.
In preparation for the coming of the boy’s family, great
care is taken in selecting the right fish dish. This will be
smoked/dried fish cooked with sesame butter or peanut
butter, and served with other dishes such as goat or bush
meat as a delicacy for the visitors. Special traditional wine
is prepared and mostly consumed by the older men. It
is similar to what the Ma’di would normally eat but the
quality and quantity of the food must befit the occasion.
Once the day arrives, all the girl’s family will be ready to
welcome their visitors dressed in their best — no short
dresses, trousers or see-through clothes are acceptable.
The girl won’t appear until she is called to identify her
prospective husband. If the visit is fruitful, the girl’s parents
will make arrangements for her to go to her now husband’s
house at a later agreed date, accompanied by a few girls
who will support the bride to settle into her new home.
If the visit was unsuccessful, such as if there were
disagreements about the terms of the marriage, there
will be a big problem. Fighting can erupt and, in some
situations, this can have a detrimental impact on the
younger girls. They will no longer be allowed to associate
with that particular clan, as it will be taboo for them
to marry into a clan that has disrespected them. If the
marriage is successful, these two families/clans become
one and there will be mutual respect for the continuity of
the relationship. If it ends badly, then ties will be broken
permanently if care is not taken.
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Abi (Dried fish)
Ingredients

Method

•

2kg dried fish*

•

Wash fish in warm water.

•

4 cups water

•

Bring water to boil in large saucepan.

•

1 tsp salt

•

•

2 tomatoes, diced

Add fish and all other ingredients, except the
tahini, and cook for 15-20 min.

•

1 tsp stock powder

•

•

200g unhulled tahini

•

1 cup water, extra

Mix tahini in small saucepan with 1 cup of water
over medium heat until the mixture is smooth and
runny like gravy.

•

Add tahini mixture to the fish and simmer for
5 min, swirling the saucepan.

•

Serve with Asida, sweet potato or cassava.

Note
*Dried fish can be bought at fishmongers and specialty stores, as
the process of drying is time consuming.

Madanzi

Osobi (Chinese vegetables)

Ingredients

Ingredients

•

1 tbsp yeast

•

•

2 cups warm water

4 bunches Chinese vegetables (such as gai lan,
choy sum, en choy)

•

1kg self-raising flour

•

4 cups water

•

1 cup sugar

•

½ tsp bicarb soda

•

1/2 tbsp salt

•

15g okra

•

2 tbsp oil

•

2 tsp stock powder

•

1L oil for deep frying

•

½ tsp salt (or to taste)

•

200g peanut butter

•

1 cup water, extra

Method
•

Mix water and yeast in a large bowl and leave to sit.

•

In another bowl, mix flour, sugar and salt.

•

Add oil to water and yeast and tip into the flour
bowl.

•

Wash vegetables thoroughly in cold water.

•

Remove stems and chop into small pieces.

•

Mix everything together well.

•

•

Let the dough rise for 30 min.

Wash again in water and leave to soak for 5 min
before draining.

•

Scoop out 2 tbsp and form a patty with hands.
Repeat until all dough used.

•

Bring large saucepan of water to boil.

•

•

Fry patties in hot oil a few at a time.

Add bicarb soda, okra and washed vegetables and
cook for 5 min.

•

Serve with tea or take to school as a snack (dusted
with a little icing sugar, if you’re feeling generous).

•

Add stock powder and season with salt.

•

Mix peanut butter and water in small saucepan,
stirring over low heat until smooth and thick.

•

Add to vegetables and simmer for a few minutes.

•

Serve with Asida or sweet potato.

Method
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Azande
Azande is the third largest nationality in South Sudan.
Azande territory covers a vast expanse of land from
the fringes of the upper Nile basin in southern Sudan
to the borders of semi-tropical rainforests in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo. Most of Azande
country is marked by open savannah (grassland) and
forest laced with streams that comprise the Nile/
Congo divide.
Azande belongs to the Niger-Congo group of
languages. Azande people speak about five dialects,
though some speak unrelated languages. Most
Azande also speak rural dialects of Arabic, French,
or English. The Azande language is tonal, so that
identical words have different meanings according to
the tone of pronunciation.

Traditional food
The Azande community shared their cultural stories and
traditional food, including eleusine, a type of grain that
is their traditional dietary staple. In the western portion
of Azande territory, this has been replaced by cassava.
Other crops include rice, maize (corn), sorghum, squash,
peas, beans, okra, peanuts, greens, and bananas.
Chicken and eggs are considered delicacies, as are
termites during the dry season. Beverages include palm
wine and alcoholic drinks made from cassava.
Members of the Azande group were very grateful to be
able to share their special tasty ingredients with subcommunities and the wider Australian community.

Most Azande people immigrated to Australia for similar
reasons as many south Sudanese, including to flee the
civil war or in search of education, and employment.
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Huhu Gadia (Steamed cassava leaves)
Ingredients

Method

•

2 x 400g packets frozen cassava leaves

•

•

400g mushrooms

Defrost the cassava leaves and squeeze out
excess water.

•

1 bunch spinach

•

•

1 tsp stock powder

Dice mushrooms and simmer in a little water until
cooked, then set aside.

•

1 tsp salt

•

Place the drained cassava leaves in a large frypan.

•

200g peanut butter

•

•

½ tsp bicarb soda

Wash spinach thoroughly and chop before adding
to the cassava leaves.

•

5 large banana leaves (or alfoil, if preferred)

•

•

Water for steaming

Mix together and cook over medium heat for 5-7
min until the mixture shrinks.

•

Turn off heat and leave to cool.

•

Add cooked mushrooms to the pan.

•

Sprinkle over stock powder and salt.

•

Add smooth peanut butter and stir, then add bicarb
soda.

•

Stir over medium heat for about 2 min.

•

Divide mixture into large banana leaves or alfoil cut
into large rectangles.

•

Wrap the mixture tightly (tie with string if using
banana leaves) to avoid spillage.

•

Place in a steamer and cook for 1 hour.

•

When cooled, serve with sweet potatoes or
cassava.
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Tamiya bafura
Ingredients

Method

•

400g grated cassava

•

•

1/2 tsp salt

In a large mixing bowl, combine all ingredients
except the oil and mix well.

•

1 tsp sugar

•

Let stand for 10 min.

•

1 egg

•

•

1-2 tsp chilli powder

Scoop out a handful and roll into a cigar shape.
Repeat with remaining mixture.

•

2 tbsp spring onion, chopped

•

Fry in batches in hot oil.

•

2 tbsp all-purpose flour

•

Enjoy when cool.

•

vegetable oil, for deep frying

Gadia
Ingredients

Method

•

2 x 400g bags frozen cassava leaves*

•

•

1 onion, diced

Defrost cassava leaves and squeeze out excess
water.

•

1 bunch spring onions

•

Place cassava leaves in a pan.

•

pinch of salt

•

•

2 tsp stock powder

Add diced onions and spring onions, stock powder
and pinch of salt.

•

4 cups water

•

Add water and bring to boil, then simmer for 20 min.

•

1 cup palm oil** (or to taste)

•

Add oil and cook for another 10 min.

•

30g smooth peanut butter

•

•

handful spinach, chopped or frozen

When the cassava leaves are thick, add the
spinach leaves and stir.

•

Stir in the peanut butter.

•

Cook for another 10 min and keep stirring to
prevent the mixture from burning.

•

Serve with Asida

Notes
*If using fresh cassava, remove the skin and wash in warm water
before cooking as above.
**When buying palm oil, look for a brand that has been certified
sustainable, as the production of palm oil has been responsible for
the destruction of tropical rainforests.
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This project has been a wonderful stepping stone for
many things. At the beginning of the project, we learnt
the importance of community. As diverse tribes of
Equatoria, we have been able to come together under
one roof to share our food and stories. We have been
able to reminisce about our country and how much we
miss the kinds of social gatherings we enjoyed there.
The project has also educated us about the different
opportunities in Australia in relation to food culture
and cultural heritage. Our dream is to now find a way
to promote our food and stories in this multicultural
country.
Many other migrants can now easily source and order
their food in Australia’s mainstream markets and
restaurants. We would like our future generations to
have the same access to Equatorian foods — and to
be able to share them easily with the wider community.
We also want to create employment opportunities
for our people, by supporting them to create microbusinesses within the food industry, as well as clothing
design. We want to continue to empower each other to
embrace Equatoria’s rich culture while integrating into
Australia.
Finally, we want our people to educate others about
Equatorian food values and share the stories of who we
are and where we come from with pride.
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Thank you
We would like to thank our Chairman, Charles Salah for the outstanding idea of making a recipe book for this project
and for his leadership.
To our mentors, Susie and Lemmy, thank you so much for your support, encouragement and networking advice. Our
broader community, and specifically our project participants, have learned a lot from you. Thank you.
We would like to thank all CAN Dream Plan Do staff for their wonderful support and opportunity. We can not say how
much this learning opportunity has meant to us as a community and as individuals, introducing us to networking,
communication, photography and publication production skills. We will let the relationship between the Equatoria
Community and CAN organisation be just the beginning and look forward to working together in the future.
Eunice Anyek and Joyce Jakudu Christo Yogu
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From CAN
Our congratulations and sincere thanks to the Equatorian community for creating and sharing this beautiful book,
which is so much more than a recipe book! In sharing knowledge of your cultures and your stories you give every
reader the chance to understand more about your countries, your histories and your lived experiences. This is a
generous and creative act and we celebrate all that you bring to the table through this book. It is a gift to the broader
community and CAN is proud to have been a part of this particular journey with you all, through Dream Plan Do.
June Moorhouse and Monica Kane, CEOs of CAN
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Come join
our Table
Welcome to the Equatorian family!
We invite you to come on a journey
with us as we introduce you to some of
the tribes that make up the Equatorian
community here in Western Australia.
We have come together in the spirit of
sharing — sharing our culture, some
of our traditions and, of course, our
delicious food.
Inside, you will find the dishes we cook
at home for our loved ones, for special
occasions, and for our communities.
Some are priceless recipes passed from
one generation to the next, others are
variations on much-loved comfort food,
but all are guaranteed to please.
The Equatoria Community of Western
Australia hopes that by opening our
hearts — and our kitchens — we will
foster a greater understanding of our
culture and encourage future generations
to share their heritage with pride.
We hope you enjoy sharing these recipes
with your loved ones.

